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Samenvatting

Dit afstudeerverslag handelt over een project t.a.v. de regeling van het grondstofniveau
in twee mengwalsen die deel uitmaken van een produktieproces van PVC-folie. Dit is

een project bij Hoechst Holland N.V. te Weert.
Bij het produceren van PVC-folie wordt grondstof door middel van mechanische

deformatie opgewarmd in een extruder. De grondstof die de extruder verlaat wordt via
een trilgoot naar twee in tegengestelde richting draaiende mengwalsen getransporteerd.

De aangevoerde grondstof cumuleert zich op deze mengwalsen. Om een van de walsen

vormt zich een 'vel' vanwege de schuine hoek van de walsspleet. Met behulp van twee

snijmessen wordt een deel van dit vel uitgesneden. Het uitgesneden vel wordt met een
zwenkband naar een systeem van walsen getransporteerd dat kalander genoemd wordt.
Hier wordt de grondstof tot folie verwerkt.

Het regeldoel bestaat uit het constant houden van het grondstofvolume tussen de twee
mengwalsen door middel van een geschikte sturing van de extruder. Om het volume in
de mengwalsen te meten is met behulp van beeldverwerking een meetmethode
ontwikkeld. Deze meetmethode is ge"implem'enteerd op een vision systeem dat is ge·inte

greerd in een PC-AT. Met het totale computersysteem kunnen zowel beeldinformatie als

analoge procesgrootheden ingelezen worden. Deze informatie kan ook opgeslagen
worden voor latere analyse. In dit computersysteem kan later ook een digitale regeling

ge'implementeerd worden.

De regeling dient ontworpen te worden op basis van een model van het proces. Om een

model van het proces te verkrijgen wordt gebruik gemaakt van procesidentificatie.
In de praktijk zijn een aantal experimenten uitgevoerd om de ruis die ge·introduceerd

wordt door de meetmethode m.b.v. beeldverwerking te onderzoeken. De meetmethode

blijkt ondanks de ruis bruikbaar. Er is een begin gemaakt met het doen van experimen
ten die moeten leiden tot een stapsgewijze identificatie van het proces. Uit deze
experimenten blijkt dat bij variatie van de variabele op de extruder, die geschikt is om

het niveau in de mengwalsen te regelen, mogelijk variaties in de grondstof temperatuur

kunnen optreden. Bij verdere experimenten wordt daarom geadviseerd om ook de

grondstoftemperatuur te meten. Bij het uitsturen deze variabele op de extruder blijkt er
een verzadigingseffect in de opbrengst op te treden. Het is van belang voor het

ontwerp van een regeling om dit effect verder te onderzoeken, Ais uiteindelijk een

regeling is ge'implementeerd die het niveau op robuuste wijze stabiliseert, is het zinvol

om in gesloten Ius verder onderzoek te doen naar de eventueel aanwezige langzame
dynamica van het proces.
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Samenvatting

Aan de hand van 1/f mismetingen hebben we een vergelijking gemaakt tussen twee

produktieprocessen voor het aanbrengen van de gate bij een MODFET (Modulation Doped Field

Effect Transistor). Deze produktieprocessen zijn vloeistof-etsing en plasma-etsing. We hebben de

invloed van het produktieproces op de kwaliteit van het halfgeleidermateriaal onderzocht, waarbij

de grootte van de l/f mis als maatstaf dient. Het onderzoek is verricht op een vijftal transistoren.

Twce daarvan zijn gemaakt via vloeistofetsing en twee via plasma-etsing. Een van de vijf is een

commercieel verkrijgbaar type, en dient als vergelijkingsbasis voor de overige (nog) in

experimenteel stadium verkerende transistoren.

We hebben de stroom-spanningskarakteristieken en de l/f mis bestudeerd van het kanaal in het

ohmse gebied en van de gate-kanaal interface, die een Schottky barriere vormt. We hebben een

model opgesteld voor de spectrale misintensiteit van de l/f fluctuaties in de gatestroom S, Gals

functie van IG voor de gate-kanaal interface. Hierbij gaan we uit van een ideale Schottky barriere,

een serieweerstand en een parallel aan de barriere liggende lekweerstand. Aan de hand van dit

model is het mogelijk vast te stellen of de dominante misbron zich bevindt in de barriere of

serieweerstand, dan weI in de parallelle lekweerstand. Voor de mis in het kanaal hebben we

modellen opgesteld voor de relatieve 1/f mis in de source-drain spanning Sy DsND/ versus de

effectieve gatespanning en voor de Sy osiIos2 versus de effectieve gatespanning. Hierbij

veronderstellen we een zich ohms gedragend kanaal met een serieweerstand en een parallel aan het

kanaal gelegen lekweerstand. Oak hier kunnen we de plaats van de dominante misbran bepalen.

Bovendien hebben we aan de hand van de mis de grootte van de serieweerstand en de

threshaldspanning bepaald.

M.b.t. de grootte van de 1/f mis van de verschillende transistorerr hebben we gevonden:

De Sl G van de transistoren met plasma-etsing is veel groter dan de Sj G van de transistoren met

vloeistof-etsing bij dezelfde IG • De S[ G van het commerciele type is veel kleiner dan de S, G van de

experimentele types bij dezelfde IG •

De Sy os van de transistoren met vloeistof-etsing is groter dan de Sy os van de transistoren met

plasma-etsing bij dezelfde VDS'

De Sy os van het commerciele type is veel kleiner dan de Sy DS van de experimentele types bij

dezelfde Vos'



Lijst gebruikte 'termen en symbolen

MODFET

MESFET

GaAs

GaAIAs

REQ

Ec

Ev

EF

A

tl
Rp

RD1FF

RSTAT

N.

RcH
V GS

VT

VG

Gp

GCH

L G

a.

: Modulation Doped Field Eftfect Transistor

: Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor

: Gallium Arseen

: Gallium Aluminium Arseen

: equivalente ruisweerstand

: geleidingsband

: valentieband

: Fermi niveau

: oppervlakte van diode

: idealiteitsfactor van diode

: H. 3 weerstand parallel aan de Schottky barriere

H. 4 weerstand parallel aan het kanaal.

: H. 3 weerstand in serie met de Schottky barriere

H. 4 weerstand serie met het kanaal

: H. 3 stroom door de diode

H. 4 stroom door de drain

: Differentiele weerstand van de Schottky barriere

: statische weerstand diode (RSTAT = V/I)

: totaal aantal ladingsdragers in met * aangeduide component

: kanaalweerstand van het 2-dimensionale elektronengas

: aangelegde gate-sourcespanning

: thresholdspanning

: VGS - VT

: l/Rp

: llRcH
: gatelengte

: Hooge's 1If ruis-parameter



Summary

This master thesis report deals with a project to control the raw material level in two
mixing rolls that are part of a calendered sheet process. The research took place at the
production plant of Hoechst Holland N.V. Weert.
The production of calendered sheet starts with the heating of the raw material. This is

done by mechanical deformation of the raw material in an extruder. The raw material
leaving the extruder is transported by a vibratory trough to a pair of mixing rolls that

rotate in opposite direction. Between the mixing rolls in the roll gap a 'skin' is formed,

this skin attaches to one of the rolls because of the angularity of the roll gap. Out of

the skin attached to the roll a small part is cut by two cutting knives and transported
by a slewing conveyor belt to a system of rolls, called calender where the actual sheet

is formed.
The objective of the project is to control the level of accumulated raw material on top
of the mixing rolls using suitable variables on the extruder. To measure the level in the
mixing rolls a measurement method on the basis of image processing has been devel
oped. This method is implemented on a transputer based vision system that is inte

grated in a PC-AT. The complete computer system is capable of the acquisition and

storage of vision data and analogue process quantities. The stored information can be
analyzed retrospectively. At a later stage a digital controller can be implemented in this

computer system.

The controller to be designed will be based on a model of the process. To obtain a
model, experiments for a stepwise identification of the process have to be performed.
To study the noise introduced by a measurement with a vision system a number of

experiments have been performed. In spite of the noise, the measurement method
appeared useful. Several experiments preliminary to the actual identification experiment
have been performed. These measurements show a possible change of the product
temperature when a variable, that can be used to control the level in the mixing rolls, is

varied on the extruder. It is advised to apply a temperature measurement of the raw

material leaving the extruder in the coming experiments to study this possible effect.

When steering this variable, at some point saturation of the material output quantity
occurs. It is important for the controller to be designed to examine this effect in more
detail. When finally a robust controller that stabilizes the level is implemented, it is
meaningful to study the possible slow dynamics of the process.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

1.1 Presenting the industrial process control problem

Introduction

This master thesis deals with the measurement and identification part of a project to

control the raw material level in two mixing rolls.
The research took place at the production plant of Hoechst Holland N.V. in Weert a
subsidiary company of the multinational chemical company Hoechst A.G. in Germany.
The production plant in Weert mainly produces three products. These are PVC-sheet,
polystyrene trays and artificial boards also known as Trespa. The automatic measure

ment and control problem is related to the production process of PVC-sheet.

All experiments are performed at calender installation K10. In principle all pictures and

situations treated in this premise apply to installation K10.
In the production process of calendered sheet the raw material undergoes various
processing steps. The steps that are relevant to point out the measurement and control

problem can be seen in Figure 1.1.

Extruder

....... ""'.
'1'1,... "II'" •

•••• I'"
""111,." ••""

,1,1,,1
11

..".....
",,1""

•.....1 II""'""""U,I'

Vibratory trough
Mixing rolls Slewing conveyor belt

Figure 1.1 Part of calendered sheet production process at K10

After the raw material has been prepared according to a recipe which determines the

sheets future characteristics like e.g. colour, the raw material lands from a bunker into

a funnel (force feeder) that is part of the extruder. From here it is transported (funnel

feeding) by a worm wheel to a lower part of the extruder eventually reaching the
horizontal part of the extruder also called the extrusion part.

The extrusion part among others consists of a main screw in the middle and a number
of planetary screws around it.

Its function is to heat and mix the raw material. Initially the powder like raw material is

heated by the jacket of the extruder, but very soon it reaches a point where it becomes

clotted as a result of its rising temperature. This rising temperature is caused by

mechanical friction, deformation of the material and the heating energy supplied by the
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Chapter 1 Introduction

jacket. Here deformation of the raw material is the main mechanism that heats the raw

material.
The heated raw material leaves the extruder and is transported to the mixing rolls by a

vibratory trough. On top of the mixing rolls raw material accumulates.
Between the mixing rolls in the roll gap a relative thick (app. 1700 pm) skin is formed,
this skin attaches to right roll (in fig 1.1.) because of the angularity of the roll gap. Out
of the skin attached to the right roll a small part is cut by two cutting knives and

transported by a slewing conveyor belt to a system of rolls, called calender where the

actual (thin) sheet is formed. The conveyor belt is a slewing one, because the firs roll

gap of the calender has to be filled homogeneous across the length.
At this point it is easy to point out the before mentioned measurement and control

problem. The accumulated raw material in the mixing rolls should stay between some

specific bounds. So there is a need to directly or indirectly measure the amount of
accumulated material. Automatic control is needed to prevent the following situations
from happening:

• If the amount of cut out material is structurally larger then the amount of raw

material supplied by the extruder then the amount of accumulated raw material will
decrease until eventually no material will be on top of the mixing rolls. As a result no

skin can be formed and the supply stops, having a severely damaging effect on the

rolls of the calender if no measures are taken.

• If the raw material supplied by the extruder is structurally larger than the material
cut out of the skin attached to the roll, the accumulated raw material on top of the

rolls increases until the raw material begins to fall off, resulting in waste of raw
material.

1.2 Human feedback replaced by automatic control

In the current situation an operator prevents the accumulated level on top of the mixing

rolls from increasing or decreasing beyond a level that is not acceptable. This is done
by visually observing trends in the amount of accumulated raw material. If a decreasing

or increasing trend is detected, the operator tries to respectively increase or decrease
the amount of raw material supplied by the extruder. An other possibility is to change

the amount of raw material extracted from the mixing rolls.
Because of the quite large delay times caused by the vibratory trough and the extruder,

the operator timely has to correct a possible change in accumulated raw material. Often

the operator does not exactly know how strong to correct a change, as a result the

accumulated level on top of the mixing rolls exhibits a slowly varying trend in time.
Many operators also claim that the raw material level in the funnel of the extruder influ

ences the amount of raw material delivered by the extruder. The cyclic refilling of the

funnel introduces thereby perturbations that have to be compensated by the operator.

The purpose of the project is to replace the control of the level of raw material in the
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Chapter 1 Introduction

two mixing rolls done by operator feedback, by an automatic control system. Such an
automatic control system has many benefits to the company such as reduction of costs
and improvement of sheet quality. The improvement of the sheet quality can be
explained by the fact that the operators maintain a rather high level of material because

they do not want to take the risk of endangering the supply to the calender. The result
of this high level of material is that there may occur fluctuations in temperature that

later on may lead to holes in the sheet during the stretching process. By applying an

automatic control system it should be possible to decrease the level of accumulated
material and to keep it steady, resulting in less temperature fluctuations and a smaller
chance of holes later on in de production process.
How in general an operator performs an adjustment at the extruder and cutting knives
at the mixing rolls to respectively change the amount of material delivered by the

extruder and the amount of material subtracted from the mixing rolls, is more a matter
of craftsmanship than applying a control rule. At this moment it is not clear which of
the inputs at the disposal of the operator are most suitable for an automatic control

system. An answer to these questions can be given during the identification process.

A schematic representation of a model of the process could be the representation in
Figure 1.2.

Tp

It
>

CUt 1m

cum cur
y

TZ1 d
L___..-/

Tz2 ~eo ~mj ~mo

~ei Extruder Vibratory Mixing
through rolls

Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of a model of the process

The symbols belong to the following quantities:

• Wf the angular velocity of the filling screw
• wm the angular velocity of the main screw
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Chapter 1

• w,

• <Pei

• <Peo

• <Pm;

• <Pmo

• Tp

• TZ1

• TZ2

• If

• 1m

• d
• y

the angular velocity of the mixing rolls

the quantity of raw material input of the extruder

the quantity of raw material output of the extruder

the quantity of raw material input of the mixing rolls

the quantity of raw material output of the mixing rolls

the raw material temperature at the extruder output

the temperature set in zone 1

the temperature set in zone 2

the current of the filling screw driving

the current of the main screw driving

the distance between the cutting knives

the raw material level in the mixing rolls

Introduction

The mlxmg rolls will probably behave as an integrator of the difference between

material input and output. The vibratory through will probably behave as a time delay in

material output delivered by the extruder.

1.3 Stages in solving the measurement and control problem

The industrial measurement and control system to be designed has to meet specifica

tions with respect to robustness, reliability and performance. Items to be covered in

this specification include:

• The design of a measurement system in which the implementation of a controller at

a later stage is possible. This implies that provisions have to be made for realtime

processing.

• Testing the measurement system to determine whether the method chosen to

measure the level in the mixing rolls is useable for control purposes, this because a

vision system is chosen to measure the level and a lot of noise is to be expected due

to the continuous movement of the raw material on top of the mixing rolls. No

properties of this noise are known, so there is a need to study the noise introduced

by this kind of measurement. An experiment to analyze this noise should be

formulated and executed.

• Analysis of relevant process mechanisms and related process signals.

• Testing whether the acquisition of additional data parallel to the level measurement

is successful. So a number of quantities related to the process can be measured

simultaneous with the level measurement, these quantities can give us a better

understanding of the process and also can be used to check a possible change of

8



Chapter 1

operation point.

Introduction

• The formulation of experiments for a stepwise identification of the process, this
raises also a number of extra issues e.g. which input(s) of the process are to be
excited, what sample times should be used, what test signals should be used etc.

• Using the information gathered in the identification process, a controller structure
has to be designed, and a controller design must be simulated using as much

information as possible from the identification process. Provisions should be made
that the controller to be implemented works within bounds that are given by people

who are responsible for the production process.

• The controller should be implemented in the existing software if the simulations are
satisfying and the controller must interface with the existing hardware. A test to

verify the correct operation of the interface must be performed. A switch to manual
operation should be immediately possible at all times.

• The controller must be extensively tested in various practical situations and possible
improvements must be made. If the controller functions satisfactory in a test

environment a permanent arrangement that makes reliable operation possible should

be made. Here a number of issues has to be tackled e.g. what if the camera of the
vision system breaks down, what if the production process suddenly stops, what if

there are severe fluctuations in the intensity of the day light etc.

Not all these items are discussed in this thesis, only the first five will be.
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Chapter 2

2 Process description

2.1 Introduction

Process description

In this chapter a more detailed description of the elements of the part of the production
process shown in fig. 1.1. is given. This is done to make an inventory of all relevant

process parameters.
With the information supplied in this chapter an understanding of the main physical

mechanisms is obtained, giving a lot of a priori knowledge of the process, which is
needed for the identification of relevant process dynamics.
Only the extruder and the mixing rolls will be described in detail because they are the

most complex, the vibratory trough is just a transport system without any specific

variable parameters.

2.2 The extruder

The full name of the extruder is 'planetary roller extruder', it basically consist of two
important sections, the force feeder and the extrusion section. A detailed outline of the

extruder section is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Force feeder

Extrusion section

Planetary section

<= <=

=

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 3.1 Schematic outline of the interior of the extruder

The numbers in Fig. 2.1 correspond to certain parts that can be found in Table 2.1.
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Chapter 2 Process description

This figure is by no means an exact mechanical drawing, only the aspects to point out
the basic functioning of the extruder are depicted. The dotted lines represent the force

feeder, a detailed outline of this part can be found in Fig. 2.2.

IPart No. IPart name IPart No. IPart name I
1 Stop ring 6 Jacket around roller barrel

2 Temperature control inlet 2 7 Cooling jacket filling cylinder

3 Planetary screw 8 Filling screw

4 Main screw 9 Water cooling inlet

5 Temperature control inlet 1 10 Main screw heating inlet

Table 2.1 Parts of the extrusion section in Fig. 1.1

The same remarks as stated for the extrusion part also hold for the force feeding unit.

Force feeding unit

Agitating arms
------ Force feeding screw

Cooling water inlet

Figure 2.2 Schematic outline of the force feeder unit

During normal operation, raw material is supplied to the funnel of the force feeder, the

raw material can be a mixture of granulates (chaff cut rejected sheet) and 'fresh' raw

material. To ensure a transport down the funnel agitating arms are connected to the

main spindle. At the bottom of the funnel a filling screw forces the raw material down

11



Chapter 2 Process description

to the extrusion section. Because of friction in the force feeding process the material
can heat and gel, to prevent this from happening water cooling is applied at the bottom

of the funnel.
The raw material is 'pushed' in the filling section that also is water cooled to prevent

the raw material from gelling and thereby sticking to the transport screw. The transport
screw of the filling section and the main screw of the roller section are physically
attached to each other by a spline so they have the same angular velocity.

Finally the raw material reaches the planetary roller section. This section comprises the
roller barrel, main screw, planetary screws and stop ring. The latter has amongst other
things to retain the planetary screws axially.

Around the roller section a two zone temperature control is applied, the two zones have

a separated jacket. Each zone has its own circulation medium with inlet and outlet. The

zone most close to the funnel is referred to as zone 1 and the other zone is zone 2. The
hollow main screw is also capable of circulating a temperature control fluid. The fluid
inlet and outlet are at the right side of the extrusion section (see Fig. 2.1).

When the raw material from the filling section is forced in the roller section it is heated

by the main screw and the jacket from zone 1, during the rolling process the material
gets severely deformed resulting in internal friction in the raw material that causes the
material to heat. The amount of heat generated by internal friction depends on the

prevailing viscosity.

In general the viscosity of the material depends on its temperature. In the case of PVC
this also is true. PVC however has the mechanical property to have a pseudo plastic

viscosity.

In general for a laminar flow the following equation applies:

dvx;
't = -,,-

dz
(1)

This equation says that the shear stress T is directly proportional to the increase of
velocity per meter, measured perpendicular on the velocity (see Fig. 2.3). Here f} is a

proportionality constant.

A material is said to be pseudo plastic if f} depends on the second factor in the

equation, the increase of velocity per meter measured perpendicular on the velocity.

In the case of the material in the roller section of the extruder this means that the

viscosity depends on the rate of deformation of the raw material.

The transport screw in the funnel is driven by a DC motor. The angular velocity of the

funnel spindle can be set by a primary controller, this velocity measured by a tacho,
and the current drawn by the motor are available as electrical quantities.

The transport screw and the main screw are driven by DC motor via a gear box. The

angular velocity of the transport screw and main screw can also be set by a primary

controller. This set point, a tacho signal and the current drawn by the DC motor are
available as electrical quantities.

The current drawn by the DC motors is directly proportional to the torque delivered by

12



Chapter 2 Process description

Figure 2.3 Laminar flow

the motor, so variations in current reflect mechanical load variations.
The operators are able to adjust the angular velocity of the main screw and funnel

screw at the operator console. With these quantities they can influence the tempera
ture equilibrium in the extruder, and the current drawn by the DC motors. By means of

a process computer it is possible to set the temperature of the circulating fluid at the
inlet of zone 1 and zone 2. The temperature at the outlet and the flow through the

zones are not known.

For a given extruder geometry, recipe and raw material use per hour, the adjustable

variables must be chosen in such a way that the 'gelling' of the raw material is
acceptable.

The term gelling is used by the operators as a qualitative measure to denote that the

raw material leaving the extruder is suitable to produce sheet of good quality (the final
quality of sheet is determined by several criteria Le. the number of holes, some
mechanical properties, etc.). The setting of the temperature and the angular velocities

is done by operators on the basis of experience.

A qualitative relation, given by the manufacturer of extruders, between the 'quality' of

the raw material leaving the extruder, extruder behaviour and some settings is given in
table 2.2 on the next page. The * in this table means that this statement only applies

for zone 1.
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Chapter 2 Process description

Cause: Rpm Rpm Temperature Internal Lingering Stop ring

main screw funnel screw jacket temperature period diameter

Effect: too too too too too too too too to to to to

high low high low high low high low long short large small

Raw material temperature • • • • • •too high

Raw material temperature • • • • • •too low

Plastification degree • • • • • •too high

Plastification degree • • • • • •too low

Non homogeneous raw • • • • • •material output

Thermal decomposition • • • • • •of raw material

Heating of the filling • .-
section

Reaching of maximal • • • •motor current

Table 2.2 Qualitative relation between product and extruder setting

Under normal operation it is believed that the temperature profile in the extruder is such

that in zone 1 initially the jacket throws out heat until the raw material temperature
exceeds the temperature of the jacket after which a part of zone 1 and the entire zone

2 function as cooling zone.

2.3 The mixing rolls

The mixing rolls mix the raw material delivered from the extruder, via the vibratory
trough, by driving it through the roll gap of two rolls rotating in opposite direction. The

roll gap has a slight angle. This angle causes the rolled raw material to stick to one of
the rolls. The raw material stuck to a roll is often called a skin.

A piece of the skin attached to a roll is cut out by two cutting knives, how much skin is

cut out depends on the distance between the two cutting knives. This skin is led to the

first gap of the calender rolls to fill it.
A schematic outline of the mixing rolls is shown in fig. 2.4.

During production operators are able to adjust the distance between the cutting knives,

the angular velocity and temperature of the mixing rolls. It is also possible to adjust the
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Side board

Skin

Cutting knives (

Mixing rolls

Figure 2.4 Schematic outline of the mixing rolls

Process description

roll gap, this though is almost never done during production.
The angular velocity of the mixing rolls is the only quantity that is available electrical.

The adjustment of the cutting knives is done by hand so no sensor signal related to the

distance between the cutting knives is available. This implies that no accurate estimate

of the amount of raw material leaving the mixing rolls can be made by a computer
system because the width of the cut out skin fails (assuming the skin thickness does
not vary, and an estimation of this thickness is available).

During production the distance of the cutting knives is often changed by the operator
to compensate changes in the filling of the calenders' first roll gap. Critical fluctuations
in the filling of the first roll gap are compensated by cutting out some skin of the

mixing roll by hand and throwing it in the calender roll gap at the right spot.

The mixing rolls are heated by steam injected into the rolls. The temperature of the

mixing rolls can be set via a process computer. The rolls are driven by a DC motor. The
side boards on each side of the mixing rolls prevent that raw material falls down to the

ground via the side.
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3. Measurement by a vision system

3.1 Introduction

Measurement by a vision system

To be able to control the level between the mixing rolls there is a need to directly or
indirectly measure this level. To do this there are several options. It is possible to

measure the mass of the material delivered by the extruder and subtract the measured
mass that leaves the mixing rolls, because in general no material is lost in the mixing

rolls one is able to detect possible changes in the raw material level.
The advantage of such a measurement is that it can be very accurate because in
general a mass measurement can be performed with great accuracy. This method
however also has drawbacks: in practice it will be hard to implement, even a slight

offset in one or both of mass measurements could cause problems and it is no longer
possible to directly add to or subtract raw material from the mixing rolls without mass

measurement.
Another option is to use an ultrasonic measurement. A number of ultrasonic devices

placed above the raw material in the mixing rolls can measure the distance to the raw
material and thereby an indication of the filling can be obtained. The drawbacks of this
method probably are: the amount of noise introduced by the continuously changing
reflection surface, the difficult practical implementation and the limited resolution.

A third option is measurement via a vision system, this is the option chosen by Hoechst
at the start of the project. The major advantage of a vision system is a relative easy

implementation in practice because no interaction takes place with the measured object

and a test site is relatively easy to realize.

Drawbacks of this method are:

• The fact that a dynamic scene must be analyzed because raw material on top of the
mixing rolls is continuously moving.

• The sensitivity to changes in exposure of vision systems.

In this chapter the strategy to reduce the information out of a digitized picture to
information that is useable for control purposes is discussed. A second issue discussed

is the available hardware and its use.

3.2 Vision strategy

The available vision hardware is capable of digitizing a luminance signal supplied by a
camera in 256 quantization levels. A picture line signal is sampled 1024 times resulting
in a maximal resolution of 1024 pixels ( assuming the camera's CCD cell has the same

or even a better resolution, in practice this not true ). A frame of 512 lines is made

resulting in a vertical resolution of 512 pixels. The luminance signal is quantized in 256
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levels, resulting in a range of 256 grey levels per pixel.
Given this set of pixels a method has to be found to extract information about the
filling of the mixing rolls. During a practical work performed at HHW (Hoechst Holland

Weert) it appeared that a method based on binarization in combination with correct

exposure seemed most suitable.
Binarizing a picture means that a shade level serving as threshold is chosen and that all
pixels having a shade value below the chosen threshold are set to the same predefined

value and that all pixels above the defined threshold are set to a different predefined

value. Counting the pixels under or above this threshold gives a quantitative measure of
the area in the picture with pixel values under or above the threshold.
Under normal exposure the background in general contains more dark shades than the

raw material (if the raw material has a light colour). So with the right threshold
counting the pixels values under the threshold gives the projection area of the raw
material in the mixing rolls and also an indication of the amount of raw material.

Because the vision system is sensitive to a luminance signal only (black and white

signal) different colours will show different shades. This means that under normal

exposure conditions methods based on binarization are colour dependent.
To make the method more or less colour independent a back light picture light is made
(See fig 3.1). In this way the raw material is relatively dark (irrespective of the raw
material's colour) and the background is relatively light.

Exposure

Mixing rolls

Camera

Figure 3.1 Exposure against the light

A number of points have to be taken into account when back light exposure is used to
measure the level in the mixing rolls:

17
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• If the light reaching the camera is indirect, the best results are obtained. In practice
this means that the lamps that are being used for exposure should not directly be
pointed at the raw material in the mixing rolls but at a plane that can diffusely reflect

the light.

• During production the mixing rolls are lighted from the same side as where the
camera is located. When using back light exposure, all light sources from that

direction should be dim(med), this especially applies when light sheet colours are

being made. When very light coloured sheet is produced, light coming from the same
side as the camera can be used because the background is significantly darker in this
case then the raw material, so binarizing is possible. (Observe that this is an inverse

situation)

• To get a suitable binarized picture (this is a picture with a clear distinction between
raw material and background) is not very easy. It is a matter of experience in

combination with trial and error. The following tuning possibilities are available:

• the intensity of the used light source
• the diaphragm of the camera
• the position of the light sources

• a switch to attenuate the video signal

• the threshold in the vision software

3.3 Available hardware

The hardware available, to realize the vision system in combination with the measure
ment and control part consists of an industrial PC in combination with a TFG

(Transputer Frame Grabber) board and an analog and digital 110 board. (See fig 3.2)

The TFG board is based on an INMOS T800 transputer (processor used in parallel

computers) and is connected to the PC's ISA bus via an interface called a megaframe

adapter. The main sections incorporated in the board are the processor, the system

memory, the digitizer, the video memory and the video processor.

The T800 is a 20 MHz RISC processor with an architecture to use it in a network with
several identical processors so that they can form a parallel computer. If a developed

vision algorithm would take to much processor power, it is possible to spread the

computational burden over several processors. This feature was not necessary to use
because the vision algorithm applied is very simple.

The system memory and video memory of the TFG board have a size of respectively
0.5 Mbyte and 1 Mbyte.

The video memory can be filled with information supplied by the video digitizer that is

build around the AD9502 a very fast AID converter.

Important to note is that the digitizer is compatible with the CCIR standard, this
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fudustrial PC ADfDA + digital I/O

ooW
o0

TFG board

monitor

o
camera

Figure 3.2 Hardware configuration

standard uses so called interlaced images. Interlacing is a method to reduce video
signals bandwidth. The human eye needs approximately 50 images a second to get a
moving picture without flickering. Since 50 images a second in combination with the

CCIR standards' resolution, have a too high information rate to fit into the specified

CCIR bandwidth of 5 MHz, the image is split up in two images, one with the even
picture lines and one with the odd picture lines. In a second 25 times a frame with odd
picture lines and a frame with even picture lines are display. In this way the human eye

gets 50 images a second, so the viewer has the impression of a moving picture without

flickering while the information rate is reduced by a factor 2.
For the vision system this implies that two succeeding half frames have to be read to

obtain a digitized picture with the highest possible resolution.

A second important fact is that the TFG supplies the timing signals for horizontal and

vertical synchronisation to the camera and not vice versa. This means that a camera
that can be external synchronized has to be used. A second effect is that a recording
on a video tape is useless because standard video recorders can't be synchronised
external (without special measures).

The TFG can display a digitized picture on a monitor because it contains a TS68483

graphic controller. This is very useful when one needs to evaluate the scanned picture

after the vision system has processed it, in this way feedback is obtained concerning

the correct exposure.
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4. The development of the measurement software

4.1 Introduction

To be able to collect data in a form that can be easily analyzed with linear algebra
software (in this case MATLAB 386) special software has to be developed.

Visual as well as analogue information has to be gathered by the available hardware.
The vision software has to be developed under the MultiTool 5.0 environment a special
software development environment for development programs written in OCCAM.
OCCAM is a high level programming language especially designed to write parallel

programs that can run on a transputer network. The TFG board only contains a single
transputer and since it brings enough computer power for this application no specific

features of the program language to implement an algorithm in parallel are used.
For the software development on the PC, Borland C++ v2.0 is used because this is the

standard used at the production automation department at HHW. The + + stands for
the object oriented capabilities of the compiler, these are not used because of the lack
of experience with OOP (Object Oriented Programming) at the moment the project

started. Besides the C language, inline 8086 assembler is used for low level program

ming jobs like an interrupt driven control of the analog and digital I/O board.

In the next section, some notes will be given over the concept and the use of Multi
Tool, this because it is to be expected that the average user of computers probably will
not be familiar with this not so common development environment. Only a rough

outline is given, for a detailed description of MultiTool is referred to the 'MultiTool 5.0

Technical Documentation' guide.
After that, the specification of the software and the use of more than one processor
will be discussed.

Finally a rough description of the transputer software and the PC software will be

given.

4.2 Using MultiTool 5.0

MultiTool 5.0 is a transputer software development environment entirely written in

OCCAM and therefore it runs on the processor of the TFG board that is interfaced to
the PC's ISA bus. The TFG board itself has limited I/O capabilities to the user. (e.g. it

has no keyboard or text screen). To overcome this problem the I/O hardware of a host
computer is used (in this case a PC AT).

If MultiTool is started from the DOS command line this is what happens: The MultiTool
software (transputer code) available on the PC's hard disk is downloaded to the TFG

via one of the TFG's links and the TFG is booted with this software (boots trap loader
software is available on the TFG's ROM). After the software is downloaded to the TFG

a so called MultiTool server becomes active. This server polls the transputer links and
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intercepts information send down from the TFG.
This information can be interpreted by the MultiTool server because the communication

is established via a certain protocol. In this way the TFG can make use of certain PC
resources like the hard disk, the keyboard or the text screen. So if MultiTool wants to
access the host computers' filing system, communication with the server program
running on the host is made and this program sends the disk information to the TFG via

a predefined protocol.
Using MultiTool the programmer can edit, compile and run an OCCAM program entirely
within the development system. Several utilities are also available.
The editor is a so called folding editor. This means that certain blocks of a document

can be hidden under a so called fold. A fold can hold a number of different folds so a
hierarchical structure can be made. The beginning of a (closed) fold is denoted with

three dots an a fold name: ... < fold name>. For an example see fig. 4.1.

.. . , .
.. . ,.,.. .

....... . -:-:.:-:-:-:-: '"':-"'. "-:-:. .':-'

progFamfragment without folds:··
"-:'. :-"-:.:-" .

CHjlliOFfNT comnl:· .
PAR
>/ .INT/x:>

••,.>.>•.. ·:·S EQ·':·:··"
··.....iIipU.t ?. x

comm! 2*x
INT y:
SEQ
COmnl ? y

.... .... ,. ..",....output! y+l . .. ..<.>

. Same . program fragment\oii th the u~ei6f'folds:
tHiN OF INT comm:
·PAR ",.... . ,

INT· x: . ....., •... ,., .
SEQ.·· . . . ,., , .

input,CaTCUla1:e, send Oi.a

...", .. ,., ... ·:···,SE:Q ..y.... : receive via. co:;6ai8~f~~:;~ertd~1~.I;~~~~#!i:;t

Figure 4.1 Using folds in MultiTool 5.0

In this example two folds are made that encapsulate a piece of the document above:
'receive via input, calculate, send via output' and 'receive via com, calculate, send via

output', more information on the use of MultiTool can be found in Appendix D.
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4.3 The software specification

The development of the measurement software

The specification of the software follows mainly from the fact that the hardware as
mentioned in section 3.2 finally must form a complete measurement and control
system. So it must be possible to acquire analog and vision data with a minimum of
jitter, (Le. samples being non equidistant in time) and a minimum of delay between

channels.
Jitter on the PC can be minimized by using a cyclic interruption of the running program

in which cyclic time critical tasks like scanning analogue channels, performing realtime

calculations and sending out control data can be completed.
Jitter on the TFG can be minimized by using internal timers available on the transputer,

in OCCAM there are provisions to make use of these timers. The use of timer channels

in combination with the ALT construct (Le. alternative process start, a start triggered

by an OCCAM channel condition) is very useful to perform operations in cyclic way.
Delay between analog channels is caused by the fact that multiple analog signals

usually are converted by a single AID convertor, so theoretically a minimum delay of
the AID convertor's conversion time can not be avoided. With appropriate software

control, and the sample time such that the time between two consecutive samples is

much larger than the conversion time, the effect is negligible. For the sample times

used in industrial control this is a fact.
The time delay between the analog samples and the vision samples is caused by the

fact that the two measurements can not be started at the same time but again it can
be said that this effect is negligible for the used sample times.
The concept of MultiTool (using PC as server) raises a problem if the hardware as

shown in section 3.2 must form a complete measurement and control system. The

measurement and control software can not be developed completely under MultiTool on
the TFG because of the limited possibilities to control the host (PC) on such a low level

as needed for data acquisition. If a part of the measurement and control software

however needs to run on the host, it is not possible to access the resources of the host

with the services provided under MultiTool, because it would require this software to
run concurrently with the MultiTool server. This is not possible under DOS without

special measures. It is possible to develop applications for the TFG that make no use of
services supplied by the host, such an application is called a stand alone application.

In spite of this situation the transputer software needs to meet the following require
ments:

• The user must be able to determine a window in the total picture which contains

the vision data to be processed. Processing the entire picture would require

additional processing time while the resolution increase brings no extra informa

tion concerning the raw material level in the mixing rolls. Processing the entire

picture also would be impractical because it would need very accurate camera

positioning.
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• The creation of a window should be interactive so the user can quickly make a
window at the test site. It is not enough to just give the coordinates of a window

corner and the dimensions of the window because the user can only guess if such
a window will contain the desired vision data.

• The user must be able to vary the threshold used by the binarization algorithm
and visually see the effect of this action. This way it is possible to determine a

suitable threshold in combination with the other tuning possibilities as mentioned
in section 3.1 to obtain a setting where there is a clear distinction between the

raw material and the background.

• The user must be able to give the sample rate, this is the number of times per
second that a new picture is 'grabbed' by the TFG and the data in the window is
processed.

• It must be possible for the user to give the total number of samples he wishes to
collect. At the same time it must be possible to store the collected data in
MATLAB format so that it can be used for analysis purposes.

Looking at these requirements it is clear that they can not be met without services of
the host computer. The method chosen to solve this problem is the following: The
software on the TFG is developed as a stand alone application. A server called afserver
(alien file server) is supplied with MultiTool 5.0 is it is intended to provide a limited

number of basic services (much less extended than the MultiTool server) to the
transputer programmer that wants to develop an application independent of MultiTooJ.
Such an application can still run without MultiTool installed on the host. The idea is

now to use afserver to load and boot the TFG with the developed stand alone applica

tion. Now the PC can not be used as a measurement and control instrument because
afserver is running, it is possible however to call the terminate.filer procedure in the
TFG application. This procedure provided in the afiler library ends the running sever.

Now a self developed C application can be started. This application can communicate
by a simple self developed protocol with the TFG and in this way simple services can

be supplied to the TFG program. The application on the PC can now also take care of
other tasks than servicing the TFG.

A list of requirements that the software on the PC now has to meet is summarized

below:

• Providing services to the TFG, so that the settings, as issued in the list of TFG
software requirements on the previous page, can be obtained by the TFG software.

• When passing vision samples to the PC via the link, a convenient way to do this is
by using the capabilities of the megaframe adapter to invoke interrupts on the PC
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whenever information is received from the TFG. One must be aware that these
interrupts are only invoked with correct jumper setting on the megaframe adapter.

Interrupt driven passing of vision information is more efficient than continuously
polling the link. The PC software has to service the interrupts invoked by the

megaframe adapter.

• Cyclic interrupt based data acquisition is a suitable method to minimise jitter. It is
possible to use a cyclic interrupt used by the operating system for this purpose. The

drawback of this method is that the interrupt rate of the system is fixed on a rate of
18.2 Hz. A faster rate is not possible and special provisions have to be made if

another rate is desired. A better solution is the use of a piece of hardware only
available to a PC-AT, this is the realtime clock that is capable of invoking cyclic

interrupts with a rate that is adjustable if it is programmed in the correct way.

• The PC must service these cyclic interrupts and time critical tasks like measuring
must be performed during this interrupt.

• Eventually a controller must be implemented so later on it must be possible to embed
realtime calculation needed for the controller. The use of cyclic interrupts makes it

possible to do this in the service routine.

• It must be possible to analyze a measurement retrospectively with MATLAB so the
measured data must online (PC's memory is too small to contain a large amount of

data) be stored on hard disk in a file format readable for MATLAB.

The interface to the user is not of major importance in this kind of software, so this

aspect needs little attention. The programming of ISR's (interrupt service routines)

needs to be done with great care because all kinds of problems can arise from the fact
that the operating system running on the PC, DOS is designed as a single user, single
task operating system therefore system calls (DOS calls) are not reentrant. This means

that no other DOS call can safely be made without finishing the current.

An interrupt can be invoked any time, also when the processor is finishing a DOS call if
the ISR itself makes a DOS call now (when programming in a higher programming

language this is almost always the case), problems may (and often will) arise because

of the non reentrant nature of DOS, resulting in a system crash. Problems can also
arise if the state of the coprocessor is not saved when performing floating point

calculations in an ISR

4.4 The transputer software

Before explaining the basic functioning of the transputer software, information is given
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on developing standalone applications under MultiTool, the configuration of a program
and the use of channels and links. To download a program to the TFG, afserver on the
PC is used. To create a standalone program under MultiTool the following steps are

necessary:

• Load the compiler as indicated in section 4.2 (don't use the auto load option) and
compile the program with the standard compiler parameters.

• After compilation of the program, press the IEXTRACTI function key, to extract all of
the code for the configured program. The extract utility requires two parameters.

Make sure that the following values are set with the ISELECT PARAMETERI function
key (Multitool may prompt for: 'warning: 1 input(s) and 1 output link(s) not connec

ted' if a single OCCAM process is communicating with a non OCCAM process via
the links, this is a logical result of the configurations testing and can be ignored):

VAL output. fold IS BOOTABLE:
VAL first.processor.is.boot.from.link IS TRUE

• If the PROGRAM fold is now opened, it should look something like the one shown in
fig. 4.2. The last fold in the PROGRAM fold contains all of the code, move the
cursor to this fold.

.. .

{{ PROGRAMhame
••. Fsource

desc
••• F code ... ....
•• ~FCODE PROGRAM name

'.'//",.} } }

Figure 4.2 PROGRAM fold after extracting

• Now remove the compiler from memory with the ICLEAR ALLI function key and load
the file handling utilities from the autoload fold in the toolkit fold.

• With the cursor on the CODE PROGRAM fold press jWRITE HOSTI, The utility will
prompt for a file name with the line:

VAL HostFileName IS .... :

Now fill out the desired file name and press IEXIT FOLDI. It is common to use the
extension .88 to indicate that the file contains bootable T800 code. The utility will

now write the MultiTool fold out in a standard DOS file into the current directory

under the specified file name.
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• Exit MultiTool and use afserver to download and boot the program on the TFG by
typing the following line at DOS prompt (assuming the specified file name for the

T800 code is test.b8):

afserver -:b test.b8

The application written in OCCAM must be able to communicate with the PC, this is
done by a bidirectional serial link. The standalone application is implemented as an

OCCAM procedure, in the procedure heading two OCCAM channels are declared (a

channel in OCCAM is a communication and synchronisation mechanism between
parallel processes). These channels are from. pc and to. pc, they are declared as
CHAN OF ANY meaning that they can transport all data types available in OCCAM. It is

possible to assign these channels to a physical link, (this is usually done to have inter
process communication between processes running on different transputers) the

chosen link addresses in the TFG application coincide with the transputers bidirectional
serial link connected to the megaframe adapter (/ink 0). The assignment of a (parallel)

process to a processor and the assignment of a logical channel to a physical channel
are part of the OCCAM language definition. The 8 physical link addresses of a
transputer are: the transmitting link addresses 0 ..3 and the receiving link addresses
4..7. Since the TFG application runs on 1 processor (T800) and a channel to and from

the PC to interface with the megaframe adapter are required, the configuration file
shown in fig. 4.3 is used (see also appendix A OCCAM listing).

····••..·••••••••.vn.LJ···•• ·•· linkOin IS 4:
linkOout ISO:

: .....)\-:.. ./:::-- .".

. OF ANy'·· from. pc, to. pc'?: ..
........-:.:-.-:....-::-:-:- :-:-..... .

PR62:ES~OROT?
. PLACE from.pcATlirikbirl:

.•.. />PLACE: to. pc .ATlinkOout
/tE!stlfrom. pc, to. pc} .•

Figure 4.3 Configuration of the TFG application

Communication over channels in OCCAM takes places according to the so called

'rendezvous' concept, this is a method of synchronisation. To explain its operation an

example is given. Suppose we have two communicating (parallel) processes, a process

S (sending process) an a process R (receiving process) connected to each other by a
channel. A channel can not buffer information so, the exchange of information must be

simultaneous. Sand R are synchronised if S is ready to send and R is ready to receive.

This can lead to the following two situations: The process R is ready to receive but S is

not ready to send, in this case R is hibernating until S is ready to send. An other
possibility is that S is ready to send but R is not ready to receive, in this case S is
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hibernating until R is ready to receive. (see also fig. 4.4)

s R s R

t

?

?

BiIIIII - proces is running

CJ = proces is hybernating

? - ready to receive
! = ready to send

Figure 4.4 Rendezvous concept in channel communication

After the TFG software is dowloaded from the PC, the graphics capabilities of the TFG

are initialised and the afserver is terminated, the TFG software needs all kinds of

settings like de operating window dimensions, the threshold, the number of samples,

etc. These setting can only be provided by the user via the PC, so the TFG software
needs to communicate with the PC via a certain protocol. In this way the PC software

can supply certain services to the TFG. The used protocol is very simple: the TFG
sends a command byte to the PC via the link, and at this moment the PC software and

the TFG software know exactly what to do. To illustrate the communication protocol

an example is given. Suppose the TFG program wants to read a character code from

the PC's keyboard than the following OCCAM procedure as show in fig. 4.5 is used.

···:PR()(~· 9etc:li(iN~Charl/·.i<·
. ...•................ . SEQ··. . ...............•.... ...<. ..•••... <//

to.pc! cd11l~getch<··

f6rm.pc/?char
::::::...
-:::::.

Figure 4.5 lIIustation of the used protocol

The getch (get character code) procedure in fig. 4.5 sends a command byte com.getch

(value of 3) to the PC via the link, the software on the PC polls a register on the

megaframe adapter connected to the link, and detects that a com.getch byte is send,

and sends back the character code of the pressed key, if a key is pressed. The program
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(a single process) on the TFG is hibernating as long as no key is pressed because of the
previous discussed rendezvous concept in channel communication.
After the TFG is provided with all the information needed to perform a measurement,

the communication method between PC and TFG changes. The megaframe adapter is
capable of invoking an hardware interrupt on the PC every time information from the

link is present. This is only true if jumper 81 of the J1 jumper block on the megaframe

adapter is not placed, if it is placed (default) the software will not function correctly!

The TFG software performs a cyclic measurement and sends the results to the PC via
the link, by doing this each time when a result is send, an interrupt is invoked on the
PC, and an interrupt server on the PC processes the information available on the link.

Using this communication method during a measurement, the computational overhead
introduced by a polling method is eliminated.

The cyclic processing of information on the TFG is managed with the use of a special
channel type in OCCAM called TIMER. From a channel declared as a TIMER, values of

the OCCAM INT type can be read, representing the local processor time. The timer

value changes 15625 per second when using a T800 transputer. The concept of how

the OCCAM timer is used to perform cyclic operations is show in the OCCAM fragment
in fig. 4.6.

SEQ ...••••
maxcount:=100 ..
interval: =3125
count:=O
coninue:=l

.•• t? dead .Tine
WHILE (c6I1inue<> (BYTE Or) AND (count$maxGo\mt)

.PR~ ~LiFTER dead ··lirie . .....././.<?

. .. .....ir.~g~h~~~~!~~~i'~~j~~i .......i .·ii .i.ii .. iiiiii.dI.I .. '!!!i!!Ii ·.i' ·i. .. ·deadtline,~dead/lnie pbJ:·:~~ill~JI;\ .
II!i I fr~~~pC] coniriue.\

H: .... SKIP

Figure 4.6 I/Iustation of cyclic processing

The procedure in fig. 4.6 first initializes the variables maxcount, interval, count and

continue. The variable maxcount is set to the number (in this case 100) of times the
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cyclic operation must be performed, interval is set to the number of timer ticks in a
period (in this case 3125 thus on a T800 0.2 sec), count keeps track of how many

operations are performed, continue is a flag to create a forced exit.
After the declared variables are initialised, the local time is assigned to dead.line, the

WHILE loop controls the number of times an operation is performed, and if an exit is
forced by the PC, by sending a zero BYTE over the link.
If the program has passed the WHILE loop, the PRI ALT construct is executed. It stands

for prioritized alternative process start. This means that identical to the ALT construct a
process is started depending on a channel state (i.e. if information is available on a
channel). The difference however consists of the fact that when using the normal ALT
construct in the case that information on two ore more channels is available, a random

choice between the channels is made. When using the PRI ALT construct the first

(priority) channel and process in the list is chosen. In the given example this is the
process containing the cyclic process.
In order to have periodical process starts with a period of the specified time interval,
the cyclic process must be able to complete its task within this specified time interval.

After the cyclic process has performed its task, the counter is increased to keep track
of the number of times the cyclic process has started and the new deadline is calcu

lated by increasing the old with interval. If all these action take less time than the

specified interval time, the process will hibernate until the deadline is reached, so the

next cyclic process start will be exactly one time interval after the previous process
start. If a break (by assigning a zero BYTE to continue via the from.pc link) is forced by
the PC a SKIP process (a process that does nothing) is activated, and the condition of

the WHILE loop becomes FALSE stopping the procedure.
The cyclic task of the TFG software is to 'grab' a picture and count the number of
pixels above the given threshold in the operating window. If running in 'check mode'
this task is extended by actually binarizing the vision information and copying it to the

video memory so the user can see the binarized picture on the monitor connected the

TFG. Fast processing of the vision data is essential because in this way a high sample
rate can be obtained. The counting of the pixels (the bin.cnt( ) procedure in appendix

A) in the operating window and the binarizing (the binarize( ) procedure of the piclib

library) of a picture are very straightforward and probably, they can not be optimized

much. Important however is that the T800 has instructions in its instruction set that
make it possible to copy a 2 dimensional array in a very fast way these instructions are

used when calling the MOVE2D procedure. Using this procedure can lead to consider
able time savings when using image processing.

The vision data send to the PC is an OCCAM REAL64 type (an IEEE floating point type)
this is done because it is a MATLAB compatible data type. MATLAB however is also

capable of reading signed and unsigned integers of 16 and 32 bit, using these data

types considerable space can be saved. The program does not use these options they

were not known at the time the program was written. So changing the data type of
vision information send down to the PC can reduce the space needed for the vision
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data with a factor 2 using 32 bit integers or a factor 4 using 16 bit integers. The later
data type is advised because the quantization noise introduced by using this data type
negligible in comparison with the noise caused by the dynamic behaviour of the raw
material in the mixing rolls. The software on the PC that is receiving the data of course

must also be changed.

4.5 The PC software

The software on the PC has been developed in several stages. First a server program
for the TFG was made. With this program it was possible to do measurements to

investigate the noise properties of the measured signal. Secondly a command line data
acquisition program was made to scan a number of analogue channels, the measured
values are stored in a MATLAB compatible file. When reading this file by MATLAB a
matrix called AD is known, the number of rows of this matrix represents the number of

analogue channels 1..8 corresponding to the physical inputs ADO..AD7 of the analogue

and digital I/O interface board. The number of columns represents the number of

samples, this number can be very large because the measured information is saved
blockwise so technically the disk capacity is the limiting factor. When using PC

MATLAB the maximum vector size is 8188 elements due to segmentation of PC's

memory, MATLAB386 however runs under a DOS extender and has no practical
limitations regarding the length of a vector, provided enough memory is available.
Later the server- and vision data acquisition program and the analogue data acquisition

program are combined to one program capable of acquiring vision data and analogue

data at the same time. The sample frequency of the vision data and the analogue data

can be chosen independently. With this program the measurements regarding the
industrial process identification can be performed. First the part that services the TFG

and stores the vision data will be discussed, after that the analogue data acquisition

part will be discussed.

As mentioned before in section 4.3 the communication protocol between PC and TFG
is via a command byte sent by the TFG. To illustrate how this command byte is

handled at the PC side an example is given that matches the OCCAM example given in
section 4.3 fig. 4.5.

The C fragment in fig. 4.7 on the next page starts with a while loop. The starting

condition of the while loop is true, as long as this condition remains unchanged the
service procedure keeps running. The condition of the while loop can be changed by a

command byte from the TFG. The getlinkbyteO function polls a register on the mega

frame adapter. If a command byte is send by the TFG, the getlinkbyteO function returns
this command byte. The command byte is processed by the switch statement. Suppose

the command byte had a value of 3 (com.getch), than the result of the C getchO

function is sent to the TFG by the putlinkint(... ) function. The information sent to the

TFG is handled as shown in fig. 4.5 in section 4.3.
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Figure 4.7 Servicing the TFG, C fragment

The development of the measurement software

The rest of the command bytes is serviced in a similar way as can be seen in the C

listing in appendix B.
As mentioned in section 4.3 the communication method between PC an TFG changes

when a measurement is started. It is possible to set the ISR (Input Status Register) in

such a way that during a measurement each time the TFG sends down vision informa
tion a hardware interrupt (lRQ3) is invoked in the PC. The routine that services this

interrupt can process the data received from the link. The C program allocates memory
to store the vision information. The dynamic allocated array in which the vision data is

stored is called vda (scope is local to main). Since it is difficult to pass parameters to
an ISR (interrupt server routine), the most simple way to access a variable used in main
is the use of a global variable. vda is the pointer to the begin of a dynamically allocated

buffer, to access this buffer a global pointer called bp is set to vda, now it is possible

to access the allocated buffer via bp. bp always points to the right location in the
buffer where to put the vision information because it is updated in the ISR. In the ISR

the global variable vsc also is updated to keep track of the number of vision samples

processed.
When an interrupt takes place in the PC, the processor gives control to the ISR, this is

done by looking up a location in the vector table that corresponds to the invoked

interrupt. The ISR is located at this address and control to the ISR is given by changing
the processors instruction pointer to this address. The original address of the instruc

tion pointer is saved on the stack to be able to resume at the location where the
running process was interrupted.

Installing of an interrupt server is done by entering the location of the user ISR in the
vector table. The old entry must be saved in order to restore it when the program has

finished. This way the standard settings are restored. When using Borland C, functions

are available in the runtime library to change an entry in the vector table as shown in

fig. 4.8 on the next page.
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Figure 4.8 Installing an ISR using Borland C

In this figure the function that installs the ISR that handles hardware interrupt #3 on
the PC is shown. The variable oldJR03_vec is set to the location of the original ISR, in
this way it is possible to restore the original entry. IR03_NUM is the number in the

vector table of the interrupt vector to change. newJR03_vec contains the location of

the new ISR.
The new ISR is shown in fig. 4.9. A number of hardware registers are accessed in this

piece of code, they are ISR, lOR and I COMREG1. The ISR and lOR are located on the

megaframe adapter, while the I_COMREG1 is located on the PC.
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Figure 4.9 Isr that reads vision data from link

Bit 0 of the ISR (Input Status Register) is the IP (Input Present) bit, that is set after a
data byte is received via the serial link. Bit 2 of the ISR is the liE (Input Interrupt

Enable) bit. If this bit is set (and jumper B1 is not placed) each time the IP bit is set an

interrupt is generated by the megaframe adapter.

The lOR (Input Data Register) contains a the data byte received from the link. When

this register is read the IP bit of the ISR is automatically reset.
The I_COMREG1 (interrupt command register of 8259A #1) is located on the first

interrupt controller chip ( master 8259A) on a PC-AT, each time a hardware interrupt is

invoked, at the end of the hardware ISR an EOI (End Of Interrupt) must be given to the
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interrupt command register to inform the 8259A that the invoked hardware interrupt

has been handled.
The first action performed by the ISR is disabling the liE bit, this is done because more

than one byte is read from the link. When the first byte is read, 7 others can be

expected on the link because of the a priory knowledge that packages of 8 bytes (an
OCCAM REAL64 type) are sent. So only one interrupt is needed to indicate that a

vision sample is available on the link.
After disabling the liE bit 8 data bytes are read from the link, each time the IP bit is
checked to be sure that a byte is available in the lOR. The data is stored in a buffer,
using bp that points to the correct location in the buffer. After each byte is stored the
bufferpointer is adjusted. If the complete vision sample is read, the (global) counter vsc

is increased. Successively the liE bit is enabled again to be able to read the next vision
sample on interrupt basis. Finally an EOI is sent to the 8259A to indicate that the
invoked hardware interrupt is serviced and that subsequent interrupts can be pro
cessed. Note that if the TFG sends a data package different from an 8 byte package,

the ISR will not return control to the interrupted program because no time out provi
sions are made. This will cause the system to 'hang', so care should be taken that only
expected data is sent to the PC. If the program is improved by changing the data type

sent from the TFG as suggested in section 4.3 the ISR as shown figure 4.9 must be

changed slightly.

The acquisition of data and processing of this data by a digital controller has a cyclic,
time critical nature. So it is obvious to trigger this task by some cyclic event. The PC's

clock tick interrupt could be used for this purpose, but it has the disadvantage of

having fixed interrupt rate of approximately 18.2 Hz, so only a software solution is
possible if different sample frequencies are desired. Even with such a solution only
sample times that are a multiple of 55 ms are possible. Another disadvantage is that a
rate of 18.2 Hz is the maximum sample rate, this could be too low if a high speed

sample rate is needed for analysis purposes. A PC-AT however has a realtime clock IC

the MC 146818 as a standard part of the hardware. This IC is capable of invoking a
hardware interrupt in the PC at a programable cyclic rate when set correctly. The ISR

that handles this interrupt can be used for data acquisition and eventually for imple
menting a controller and sending a value calculated by the controller.

Setting a register of the MC 146818 is some what different than just putting a value to

an address located in the I/O space. The MC 146818 claims 2 addresses in the I/O
space RT_PORT_A (Ox70) and RT_PORT_V (Ox71). They respectively are used for

setting the register number and reading a value from this register or writing a value to

this register.
Using Borland C reading a value from register A respectively writing a value to register

A can be done as shown in fig. 4.10 on the next page. The interrupt to the processor
generated by the MC146818 can have 3 different sources on this chip. The source of

interest is the periodic interrupt. Amongst registers used to store the date and time, the

RTCC (Real Time Clock Chip MC146818) has 4 control registers, register A, B, C, D.
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Figure 4.10 Communicating with the MC146818

These registers can be used to set the RTCC such that it performs a specific function
(for an exact description of the MC 146818 see appendix C). In the chosen periodic
interrupt mode, essentially a time base signal is 'passed' via a divider and some logic to
the IRQ (low active) pin of the chip, this signal is wired to the slave interrupt controller

of the PC (8259A #2). The PIE (Periodic Interrupt Enable) bit, bit 6 of register B is a

RIW bit that allows the periodic-interrupt flag (PF) bit in register C to cause the IRQ

(low active) pin to be driven low. The PF bit is a read-only bit that is set to a "1" when

an edge is detected on the tab of the selected divider chain. This bit is automatically
cleared when register C is read. The bits RS3, RS2, RS1, and RSO of register A select

one of the 15 tabs on the internal 22-stage divider, or disable the divider output. The

selected tab determines the interrupt rate. When using a 32.768 kHz time base this

results in the interrupt rates as shown in table 4.1. The IRQ (low active) signal of the
RTCC is wired to the second 8259A's IRQO pin as shown in figure 4.11. This so called
master-slave configuration is used in the PC-AT to allow a larger number of hardware

interrupts.

8259A
IRQO

IRQ 1
IRQ2
IRQ 3

C146818 IRQ4 INT -

IRQS
IRQS
IRQ 7

INTR

IRQ

I
8259A NMI

IRQO

IRQ 1
IRQ2
IRQ 3

IRQ4 INT -

IRQS
IRQS 80386
IRQ7

M

Figure 4.11 Schematic wiring of the RTCC to the processor
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Select Bits Register A 32.768 kHz Time Base

RS3 RS2 RS1 RSO Periodic Interrupt Rate

0 0 0 0 none

0 0 0 1 256 Hz

0 0 1 0 128 Hz

0 0 1 1 8192 Hz

0 1 0 0 4096 Hz

0 1 0 1 2048 Hz

0 1 1 0 1024 Hz

0 1 1 1 512 Hz

1 0 0 0 256 Hz

1 0 0 1 128 Hz

1 0 1 0 64 Hz

1 0 1 1 32 Hz

1 1 0 0 16 Hz

1 1 0 1 8 Hz

1 1 1 0 4 Hz

1 1 1 1 2 Hz

Table 4.1 Programable interrupt rates on the MC146818

The incoming interrupts IROO.. IR015 can be masked by the user via the interrupt mask
register of the controllers (for the master 1_MASKREG1 at location Ox21 and for the

slave 1_MASKREG2 at location OxA1). If a bit in the mask register is set to "1", the

corresponding interrupt is masked, if the bit set to "0" the corresponding interrupt is
able to invoke an interrupt at the processor. The slave interrupt controller is wired to

IR02 of the master interrupt controller. The result of this construction means that

special attention to the ISR that services an hardware interrupt from a slave interrupt

controller must be payed. To each 8259A an EOI must be sent at the end of the ISR to

notify that the invoked interrupt is serviced. A second matter that must not be

forgotten is that if an interrupt at the second 8259A wants to reach the processor,

both interrupt mask registers must be set correctly. So if a real time clock interrupt

wants to reach the processor, bit 2 of I_MASKREG1 and bit 0 of I_MASKREG2 must be
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cleared.
Installing of the ISR that handles the realtime interrupts is done by the function

adJsrJnstallO in appendix B. When this function is called the user ISR is inserted in the
vector table. At this moment the realtime clock interrupts would be handled by the

right ISR. No actual processor interruptions take place at this time because the
standard setting of the PC are such that the MC 146818 does not invoke any interrupts

and that the mask registers block interrupts coming from the MC 14681 8.
The function acquire{unsigned char crate) in appendix B sets the via crate passed
interrupt rate, enables the real time clock periodic interrupts and clears the correct bits
in the interrupt mask registers. So after this function is called the processor is inter
rupted by set rate by the ISR in which now periodic time critical processing such as

data acquisition and eventually controller calculations and actuator control can take
place. If no interrupts are desired any more it is possible to change the setting of

register B of the MC 146818 this either can be done in the program or in the ISR itself.

The latter is recommended because in the main program it is more difficult to detect
when a real time clock interrupt takes place.

The current real time clock ISR is only used for data acquisition. The acquired data is
used for analysis purposes, this means that a large number of measurements must be

stored in contrast with a digital controller where only the last n measurement are
stored, with n being the order of the controller. The number of samples to be stored in
a long measurement is likely to be larger than the total amount of memory available
under DOS. To circumvent this problem the harddisk is used during a measurement.

During writing of information to the harddisk the measurements continue because they

are interrupt based. Accessing the Analog and Digital interface board is done in

machine code to minimise the time delay between channels, and to minimise the time
used by the ISR.

The used Analog and Digital interface board is the PCL-711 board. This board has 16

digital 110 channels, 8 multiplexed analog input channels, and 1 analog output channel.
Because low sample frequencies are expected in the process industry no use of a
sample and hold circuit (a sample and hold circuit holds the data stable during the time

of conversion) is used. The board occupies 16 consecutive addresses in the 110 space,

the base address must be chosen in such a way that these addresses don't overlap
other addresses used in the I/O space (used by the PC or by the megaframe adapter).
The selected base address is Ox220. Table 4.2 shows the function and location of the

various register of the PCL-711, the gaps in the address space are not used, N/U

means Not Used.
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Location Performing a read Performing a write

Base +4 [Ox224l AID low byte DIA low byte

Base + 5 [Ox225l AID high byte DIA high byte

Base + 6 [Ox226l DIllow byte N/U

Base + 7 [Ox227l DII high byte N/U

Base + 10 [Ox22Al N/U MUX scan channel

Base + 12 [Ox22Cl N/U Software AID trigger

Base + 13 [Ox22Dl N/U DID low byte

Base + 13 [Ox22El N/U DID high byte

Table 4.2 Location and use of the PCL-711 registers

Most of the functions are trivial, only 'MUX scan channel' and 'Software AID trigger

may need some explanation. In 'MUX scan channel' a number from 0 .. 7 can be put

denoting which channel ADO..AD7 is actually connected to the AID convertor. In this

way it is possible by fast switching of the channels to scan more than one analog input

with only one AID-convertor. A minimum delay of the AID convertor's conversion time

between two channels can not be avoided. By doing a dummy write to 'Software AID

trigger' a start conversion signal to the AID-convertor is given to perform an A/D

conversion. Bit 4 in the 'AID high byte' indicates when a conversion is ready, if this bit

is a "1" the conversion is not yet ready.
The ISR written in machine code (the flow chart of the ISR is shown in figure 4.12)

uses a double buffer and a binary semaphore to protect a buffer from being accessed

by the ISR and the program that saves the buffer at 'quasi' the same time. The

information read from the various analogue channels is stored in a buffer. If this buffer
is full the buffers are swapped and a global flag (binary semaphore) is set to indicate

that the main program is allowed to save the first buffer, after saving the buffer the

program must reset the flag so that it can be set again by the ISR. In the mean time the

second buffer is being filled with measurements by the ISR. If this buffer is full the
buffers are swapped again. No information is lost if it was possible to store the data of

the first buffer on harddisk while the second buffer was being filled. The sample rates

that can be selected are limited to 256 Hz which gives no problems. If a higher rate

(maximum interrupt rate is 32768 Hz) is desired the user can easily modify the
program. In this case a test should be made to check if the data can be streamed faster

to disk than it is acquired by the computer because no provisions to check this are

made in the program.

To keep the ISR simple the total number of samples to be acquired must be a multiple
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Figure 4.12 Flow chart of the ISR that acquires analogue data
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of the number of samples that fits in a buffer. The chosen buffer leaves room for 128
samples, this number may be adjusted. If the set number of samples is acquired, the

interrupt source is blocked in the ISR by disabling the PIE of the RTCC.
In the flow chart in figure 4.12 the channel count keeps track of the channel being
sampled. A total of nchan channels are sampled. The buffer pointer points to a location
where the analogue data should be stored. The buffer count keeps track of how many
samples per channel are stored in the buffer, max. buf. size (128) samples per channel

is the maximum number of samples that can be stored in the buffer. Each time a

complete buffer is filled the block count is increased to keep track of the number of
sampled blocks. How many blocks are acquired is up to the user. The sample process

stops if the max. block nr. is reached. The timing of various actions is made such that
during a conversion, the value of a previous sampled channel is stored in the buffer and
the buffer pointer is adjusted. In this way the time delay between 2 consecutive
sampled channels is minimized.
The acquiring of analogue data is first developed as a program that can be started from
the DOS command line and is later embedded in the software for the vision system.

The command line version with a number of switches can be started by:

dacqm6 <file name> jc<# of channels: 1 .• 8>
jf<frequency: 2,4, .. ,256> jn<# of samples: multiple of 128>

The computer that runs this program must be an PC-AT compatible computer equipped
with a PCL-711 card that has a base address of Ox220. If the computer does not

satisfy these demands the computer will 'hang' because the program does not check
these conditions. During a measurement the program can not be interrupted and a

counter displays the progress. Other data acquisition cards also can be used but this

needs an adjustment and recompilation of the program.

The default switches of the dacqm6 program are: aval.mat, 4, 8, 2048. The order of
the switches is not important. The data acquisition program always starts to scan

channel ADO of the PCL-711, so a channel number of 3 means that the channels ADO,

AD1 and AD2 are scanned. The file in which the data is stored can be read with

MATLAB386. If the file is read with the load instruction, a matrix AD is defined of the
dimension NxM with N the number of scanned channels and M the number of acquired

samples. Note that PC-MATLAB can only handle variables that don't exceed 8188

elements.

The program capable of running the vision measurement concurrent with the scanning
of analog channels is started by the way of a batch file called start as shown in figure

4.13. First the standalone program is downloaded and started with afserver.

The application on the TFG ends afserver returning control to the following line in the

batch file. In the meanwhile the application on the transputer is waiting to receive inst
ructions. The following line in the batch file is the application written in C that is

capable of servicing the transputer and perform analog measurements.
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Figure 4.13 Batch file to start integrated measurement

After the program is started the user is asked if he wants to scan analog channels.

(needless to say that the analog signals must be wired to the interface board) . If this

option is chosen the user must enter the filename with a ".mat" extension of a

MATLAB readable file in which the data is stored. No path specifications must be given

because the file is stored in "D:\metingen". After that the user has to enter the number
of analog channels to scanned, this number must range from 1..8. The next value to

enter is the sample frequency, this must be a number in the sequence 2,4,8, .. ,256.

Finally the total number of samples must be given, this must be a multiple of 128 (the

buffer size).

Having set the parameters needed for the acquisition of analogue data, the program

tries to communicate with the transputer. A user that did not use the option to scan

analogue channels, starts here. If contact with the TFG-board is established, the user

has to press a key. Now the camera recording can be seen on the monitor connected to
the TFG-board. The following actions must be performed:

• The user has to make sure that the displayed picture is suitable to process, so the

camera position must be right, the diaphragm setting must be right, the picture must

be sharp etc.

• Pressing a key 'freezes' the picture displayed on the monitor and two axis are

displayed. With the keys on the numeric keypad the left bottom corner of the

operating window has to be selected. The axis move with a step of 4 pixels. If the

axis are positioned in the right position press [5J key. Again two axis are displayed,

now to select the upper right corner of the operating window. If the axis are in the

right position press [5J to lock the position. The window is now defined. The user is

asked if he is satisfied with the defined window, if this is not the case the procedure

can be repeated.

• The binarization algorithm is online performed in the defined window with a default
threshold of 20. At this stage the user must try to create a maximum contrast

between background and raw material in the mixing rolls. To do this the user has the

options as mentioned in section 3.1 at his disposal. Summarized these are: light

intensity, diaphragm, position light source, attenuation video signal. Now with the
[+ J and [-J key the threshold must be set in such a way that the best possible

binarized picture is displayed in the operating window. The best binarized picture is

the picture in which the threshold is chosen such that the distinction between raw

material and background is maximum.
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• After the threshold is set the user needs to define a sample time in multiples of 0.2
seconds. The shortest sample time possible is 0.2 seconds, this means that 5 times
per second a picture is grabbed and processed, this is only possible when using an

operating window containing less than 25,000 pixels and when 'checkmode' is not

used.

• The next thing to be defined is the number of samples, This determines the length of
the vision measurement in combination with the sample time.

• Finally the user must decide whether to run in 'checkmode' or not. In checkmode
the binarized picture is actually displayed on the monitor connected to the TFG, in
this way it is possible to check if the measurements are obtained by a correctly
binarized picture. It is advised to always use checkmode, in this way it is easy to
detect if a change of light still gives a correctly binarized pictures. If a sample period

of 0.2 sec. is selected checkmode introduces so much overhead that it is better to

omit this option.

The vision data is stored in a file called vision.mat in the same directory as the
analogue data namely "D:\metingen". The file is created whiteout the warning that an

already existing file with the same name is overwritten. So after each measurement the

vision.mat file has to be renamed or moved to another location before the measurement
program is started again.

The file vision.mat is a file readable by MATLAB. If it is read a vector vda is known,
each entry of the vector is a number belonging to a processed picture. Unlike the
command line version to acquire analogue data it is possible to abort a measurement by
pressing a key. In this case the file header is adjusted so that MATLAB is able to read
the data until the measurement was aborted.

When running the start batch file, be aware that the program relies on the presence of
a TFG-board with the correct jumper setting, a PCL-711 board and a "0:" drive with a
directory "\metingen". The software does not test these matters, so the user is

responsible for initialisation of the system in accordance with these requirements.
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5 At the test site

5.1 Introduction

At the test site

The written programs were tested in the factory. Aspects regarding the use of the data
acquisition equipment at the test site are discussed in this chapter. First the set up of

the system is discussed. After that some consideration on the vision data acquisition

are made. Finally aspects regarding the acquisition of analogue data are discussed,

such as signal scaling, signal isolation, and analogue filtering.

5.2 Experimental set up

All experiments are performed at K10, because at K10 no special wiring is available to
place the measurement equipment away from the calender installation, the equipment

is installed on a cart. In this way it is mobile and the equipment can relatively easy be

moved to the calender to do a measurement. The following equipment is used at the

calender:

• Industrial PC, TFG board, PCL-711 board,

• Monitor for PC, monitor for TFG,
• CCD camera + industrial case, triple coax cable, signal attenuator,
• 2 halogen lamps + posts, intensity control,

• PCL-711 terminal board, isolation amplifier,

• Analogue filters (4th order Butterworth, f c = 1 Hz),

• Plug + cable to operator console

Before a measurement can be performed the camera must be fixed in the right position,

via the triple coax cable the camera must be connected to the attenuator (attenuation

of 0.7 or 1). The attenuator must be connected to the TFG board. A power cable to a
power point must also be connected to the camera.
The halogen lamps must be placed in the desired position and connected to the

intensity control. The intensity control must be connected to a power point. Four of the
five isolation amplifiers are located in the operator console, the other one must be
connected outside of the operator console to a power point. The plug must be con

nected to the operator console, the outcoming signals must be connected to the analog

filters if they come from an isolation amplifier. If not, they first have to be connected to

an external isolation amplifier and than they must be connected to the analog filter. The
output of the analog filters must be connected to the PCL-711 terminal board on the

desired channel. The terminal board must be connected to the PCL-711 board via a flat

cable. Details on which signals are connected to the plug in the operator console can be

found in appendix D.
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5.3 Vision data acquisition

At the test site

The camera connected to the TFG has a zoom lens, this means that the focal distance
of the lens can be changed. The effect on the picture is that it can be enlarged or
reduced without moving the position of the camera, in an experimental environment
this comes in very handy because the size of the picture can easily be adjusted.
However when acquiring vision data to be used for identification or for a controller, the

data must be reproducible. When using a camera with a zoom lens at an experimental
test site this poses a problem because the focal distance of the camera must be exactly
the same in two experiments to obtain reproducible data. If in an imaginary experiment
with exactly the same images, but a different focal distance of the camera lens would
be done, than the obtained data sequences of the two experiments would differ a
constant factor. Beside the focal distance of the camera's lens, the positioning of the
operating window is very important to obtain reproducible data.
So when acquiring vision data for identification purposes a calibration procedure for the
zoom factor must be built in, e.g. with markers in the scene. An easier way is to block

the zoom installation of the lens when the setting of the zoom factor is suitable for the
chosen camera position. In this way a calibration procedure would be redundant, a
check however could do no harm. The exact positioning of a window requires markers

in the scene e.g. this could be done by painting a suitable spot in white or black.
If white sheet is produced it is often better to create a setup that does not uses back
light exposure. Because the program on the TFG counts the pixels under the threshold
the results are inverted. This can be easily corrected in MATLAB by subtracting the
measured values from the total area of the operating window.

5.4 Analogue data acquisition

The acquisition of analogue data requires signal levels in the analogue input range of

the AID convertor on the PCL-711. In the case of the PCL-711 this range is from -5V

to + 5V. The 5 signals that are selected to be sampled theoretically range from 0-150
mV or from 0-10 V. In the first test to sample these signals, isolation amplifiers

(available at HHW) are used to scale all signals in the range from 0-10 V. The isolation

amplifiers have an output range from 0-10 V and a selectable input range. Connecting

the signals to the correct input ranges gives 5 signals from 0-10 V. Connecting these
signals to a voltage divider gives 5 signals that range from 0-5 V. This of course is not
the optimal range for the AID convertor but the loss of 1 bit resolution is considered

acceptable if no special electronics are required.

To test the setup in the factory the 5 signals are sampled at various sample rates.
During the analysis of these test signals in MATLAB they contained an excessive

number of spikes. Even at a sample rate of 256 Hz the spikes seemed to be 'random'

and not of a periodic nature and the spectrum of the signal showed outliers at various
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frequencies. The source of the measured spikes was not known. In an attempt to
reduce the spikes on the signal, the output of the isolation amplifier was loaded with a
resistor of 1 kQ, the underlying thought of this action was, that if some noise source
was coupled to the signal lines in the factory, than it probably will not be able to supply

much power. By loading the output of the isolation amplifier the noise voltage will be
relatively low in comparison with the signal voltage.

Again the 5 signals where sampled to test the result of loading the output of the

isolation amplifiers. This time the signal displayed considerably less spikes, but still a
number of spikes were visible. The signal output of the isolation amplifier was now
analyzed with an oscilloscope and it appeared possible to trigger at the 'noise', it
seemed to have a frequency of approximately 300 Hz. When submitting this informa

tion to some technicians at HHW they were almost certain that the measured 300 Hz
'noise' was due to the fact that the electrical supply in the factory is severely polluted.
This pollution is caused by thyristor rectifiers that are used in the power supply of the

DC motors, the pollution at 300 Hz can be explained by the functioning of the thyristor

rectifiers. Since each isolation amplifier is fed by the electrical supply it is very likely

that the measured spikes are caused by the thyristor rectifiers.
With this knowledge the test measurements were repeated after placing the planned
anti aliasing filters. No spikes were detected after filtering, so the decision is made to

use the setup as shown in figure 5.1 to acquire the analogue signals.

\
bruin ADO

AD1fe -1 Hz

AD2
\1 kC

AD3
220 V

fe -1 Hz

grijs AD4

1 kC \
220 V

fe -1 Hz

zwart

1 kC \
fe -1 Hz

geel

1 kC \
fe -1 Hz

Figure 5.1 Experimental setup to sample analogue signals

The colours of the wires leaving the isolation amplifier correspond with the colours
mentioned in appendix D. It is possible to tune the gain of each isolation amplifier. Each
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isolation amplifier is tuned such that during production, even under very extreme
conditions no voltages over the maximum value of + 5 V will arise at the input of the

AID channels. In this case a better use of the dynamic range is used than assuming

that theoretical a voltage of 0-5 V is possible because in practise a voltage of 5 V will

never arise. Calibration is possible, with the indications on the control panel.
The low pass filters in figure 5.1 have been designed as Butterworth filters with a cut

off frequency of 1 Hz. The order of the filter is even. The normalised Butterworth

amplitude frequency response is given by [8J:

R(S)R(-S) = 1R(S) 12 = 1
1+(-1)"S2n

so the stable normalised transfer function for even n is:

1
R(S) = -----:-=--::---:-:--.=_

n/2 j(2A:-I)U -j(2t-I)U

II (S+e~)(S+e-2n-)
t-l

(2)

(3)

The poles _ejl2k-'I"'2n and _e-jl2k-'I"'2n can not be realised separately by a network contain

ing standard network elements. They can be realised however as complex pole pairs.
Multiplication of the factors containing the complex pole pairs gives for H(S):

R(S) = 1
n/2 (2k 1)
IIS2+2cos( - 1r)S+1
tol 2n

(4)

Each factor of (4) can be realised by a network capable of realising a pole pair. So H(S)
in (4) can be realised as a cascade circuit of these networks. The network chosen to

realize the pole pairs is known as a Sallen-Key circuit, it is shown in figure 5.2.
The transfer function of this network with an opamp as an active component is given
by (the opamp is considered ideal):

(5)

Choosing R, = R2= R gives the opportunity to apply frequency scaling of the circuit just

by applying component scaling. The transfer function of the circuit now becomes:

(6)

The possibilities for frequency scaling are:

replace R by aR than: H(jw) -+ H(jwla)

replace C" C2 by pC" PC 2 than: H(jw) -+ H(jwlP)

replace R by aR, C" C2 by pC" PC 2 than: H(jw) -+ H(jwlap)
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Figure 5.2 Sal/en-Key circuit to realise the filter poles

At the test site

Choosing R, =R2 =R=1n in figure 5.2 still leaves sufficient freedom to realise all pole
pairs, now H(s) of the circuit is:

R(s) (7)

such a section must realise a factor of (4) with we =2" radls or f e =1 Hz. This gives the

following equation:

This gives the values for C, and C2:

k= 1,2, ... ,n12 (8)

c - 1 «2k-l)1I")
2 - 211" cos 2n

C = 1
1 211"cos( (2k-l )11")

2n

k=1,2, ... ,nI2

(9)

The cut off frequency of the nth order filter could now be changed by appropriate

scaling of the resistor of 1n.
In general the attenuation per filter order is 6dB per octave (10 dB per decade). If a

sample frequency of 8 Hz is used to sample the analogue channels after they are
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filtered by a 4 th order filter with f c = 1 Hz, than the power of a 4 Hz component is
attenuated by 2 oct. *4*6 dB/oct. =48 dB. This means in practice that the power of the

frequency components higher than the Nyquist frequency are negligible and no aliasing
occurs. This means that a 4 th order filter is suitable to use under these conditions.
Taking n = 4 gives two sections, the capacitor values of each section can be calculated
with (9), this gives the following values (R = 10):

k=1: C, = 0.172268069 F
C2 = 0.147039994 F

k = 2: C, = 0.06090596 F
C2 = 0.415891909 F

In practice these calculated values are not very useful because only discrete component

values are available e.g. E-12 or E-24 in a number of decades. The scaling possibilities
of the filter however allow us now to chose component values that are used in
practice. If per section a resistor of Rn instead of 1n is used and capacitors of C,/R
and C2/R instead of the calculated C, and C2 ' than f c remains 1 Hz because the scaling
of one component is compensated by the other.

This gives us the opportunity to choose a R, C, and C2 combination such that R is a
value in the E-12 sequence and that C,/R and C2/R are as close as possible to a value in
the E-12 sequence. In this way freedom provided by the scaling possibilities is used to

be able to chose the best possible discrete component values.

+15V

1

7

Figure 5.3 Final implementation of the 4 h order Butterworth filter

A condition is that the resistors must be chosen such that the assumption of an ideal

opamp (e.g. no input bias currents etc) is reasonable. Resistors in the range of 106n
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make this assumption questionable with the chosen opamp type (SA 1458N a dual 741
like type).

Applying the scaling procedure to the calculated component values gives the following
E-12 values per section:

R = 150 KO

R = 180 KO

c, = 1 pF or 1.2 pF

C2 = 1 pF

C, = 0.33 pF
C2 = 2.2 pF

A simulation with the circuit simulator EWB (Electronic Work Bench) with these E-12

components shows almost exactly the desired frequency response, so the misplace
ment of the filter poles due to the use of components from the E-12 sequence is small.
Figure 5.3 shows the final circuit that is used.
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6 Experiments and results

6.1 Introduction

Experiments and results

The first experiments performed are experiments to obtain information on the noise
characteristics of the measured level. The noise is caused by the movement of the raw
material in the mixing rolls and is inherent to the way in which the level is determined.

This noise can not be avoided and as it plays an important role in the applicability of
the measurement method it is useful to investigate this noise.
After the noise measurements the measurement system is expanded with the capability
to sample process quantities. With this capability a 'free run' experiment is performed

to investigate the process behaviour. In the following two experiments the process is
actually excited to obtain information. First a step response is measured, later a test to
obtain information about the process linearity is done. In the following sections of this

chapter the experiments and their results are discussed. The chosen quantities to scan

are shown in table 6.1.

Quantity Description Unit

W f angular velocity filling screw [r.p.mJ

Wm angular velocity main screw [r.p.mJ

W, angular velocity mixing rolls [r.p.mJ

If current filling screw driving [AJ

1m current main screw driving [AJ

y level measured by vision system [number of pixelsJ

Table 6.1 The scanned process Quantities

Four of these quantities apply to the extruder W f , W m' If and 1m , Two apply to the mixing
rolls w, and y. The temperature of the raw material also is a very interesting process

quantity but at the time of the experiments no means were available to measure this

temperature online.

All experiments are performed at installation K10 this is the only installation that uses

two extruders. During the measurements only one extruder is considered and scanned
while the settings of the other extruder are kept constant. This is done to simplify the
analysis. One has to bear in mind that the extruder that is kept constant does not need

to give a constant raw material output, large fluctuations however are not very likely.
The extruder that is kept constant is denoted as extruder 2 on the control panel,

operators call it the 'aandrijfzijde' extruder. The other extruder, the 'stoomzijde'
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extruder, is excited in some of the experiments.

6.2 Noise introduced by the vision measurement

As mentioned in chapter 3 the raw material level in the mixing rolls is determined with
a vision system. The measured projection continuously changes because the raw

material on top of the mixing rolls is continuously moving. This movement introduces

considerable noise. No properties of this noise are known. The experiment that is

designed, consists of measurements in which the supply to the mixing rolls and the
extraction of raw material from the mixing rolls are cut off. Under this condition one is
sure that the level does not vary during a measurement. The measurement is performed

with 3 different levels: a low, a medium and a high raw material level.

The experiment will probably deliver noise that is fairly similar to the noise observed
during normal production. Nevertheless there are some differences, there is no

refreshing of the raw material so the structure of the raw material is different to the

structure during normal production. During normal production a piece of skin is cut

from the mixing rolls, at this location the stack raw material is lower. These differences
could influence the measured noise.
The expectation regarding the measurement is that a stationary random sequence will

by measured because their is no reason to assume that the probability mechanism that
generates the noise will change in time. It is possible that the measured noise depends
on the raw material level.

)(104 Stotic level meosul"ement
2.---,....---.----.----.----.----.----.----.----.------,

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

Time [s]

800600400200

Figure 6.1 Results of the noise measurements at three different levels
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In figure 6.1 the results of the experiment are shown. The 'dip' in the high level plot is
due to the fact that by accident one light source fell down, after correcting this failure
it was possible to continue the measurement without disadvantage. Visually the data
looks stationary. A mathematical stationarity test called the 'run'-test indicated the

same. In the plot, the noise amplitude of the high level is smaller than that of the other
levels. This is due to the different structure of the raw material during the measure

ment. The raw material structure was less clotted and the movement was not as

pronounced as in the lower levels. The angular velocity of the mixing rolls during the
experiment is a velocity that could be used during normal production. The sample
frequency was 5 Hz. The power spectrum of each level is calculated with the MATLAB
'spectrum' function. The random sequence is divided in segments of 256 point giving a
spectrum of 128 points. Each level measurement contained 9216 data points. The
result is plotted on a log-log scale. The random data sequence is assumed to be ergodic
(in most practical cases it is not possible to prove this property because only one

sample function of the random signal is available) and stationary (according to a
stationarity test) so that it is meaningful to talk about a power spectrum.

Power spectrum of low level
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Figure 6.2 Power spectrum of the noise with a low level

The dotted lines in the spectrum plots denote the 95% confidence interval of the

estimated spectrum. The data sequence of the high level is patched before calculating

the spectrum. Each spectrum shows a similar form. The spectral values of the plot of

the noise with a high level are not as large as in the other two plots but this can be
explained by a non representative raw material structure in the mixing rolls. As shown

in the plots of figure 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 is the noise power of the low frequencies the

largest. This is not very favourable because, this frequency range will probably contain
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When estimating the power spectrum on the basis of less segments the spectrum
seems to bow down at very low frequencies (in the order of 10-3 Hz), this could

indicate that the noise power is diminishing in this frequencies. The variance of the
estimation however is quite large, to be more certain a longer experiment should be

performed. In practice this is not possible because with the angular velocity used during
normal production the raw material must be refreshed. When measuring with a lower

angular velocity the noise is not representative for a normal production situation.
The probability density is by approximation Gaussian as can be seen by the histograms

in figure 6.5, 6.6 an 6.7.
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Figure 6.5 Histogram of the measured noise at a low level
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Figure 6.6 Histogram of the measured noise at the medium level

All these histograms are made after subtracting the mean value of the data sequence.
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the information of the level fluctuations.
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Figure 6.3 Power spectrum of the noise with a medium level

It was not possible to measure longer than half an hour because the raw material starts

to burn because of the rising temperature due to the friction energy supplied by the

mixing rolls.
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Figure 6.4 Power spectrum of the noise with a high level
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The left side of the histogram in figure 6.5 is cut off because at the low level it is
possible that a clipping effect occurs.
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Figure 6.7 Histogram of the measured noise at the high level

The noise variance at the high level is smaller than at the other levels but this is due to

the non representative structure of the raw material during the test at this level as can
be seen in figure 6.7.
When using a parameter estimation method the noise measurements indicate that the
measured level is inflicted with a Gaussian distributed noise that is expected to be

uncorrelated to other process quantities.
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6.3 The 'free run' experiment

The free run experiment is an experiment in which the process is analyzed without

exciting it. After a few experiments it appeared soon impossible to do an experiment

without intervenience of an operator because the raw material level is continuously

drifting away. The longest experiment is shown in this premise, the length of this
experiment is more than 4,5 hours, in this time 5 analogue channels are sampled at 8
Hz meaning that 5 * 131,072 = 655,360 analogue values were acquired, the vision

sample rate was 1 Hz meaning that 16384 vision samples were acquired. The vision

measurement can be seen in figure 6.8, the spikes around 3,000, 11,000 and 15,500
seconds were caused by the fact that the operator blocked the camera, so no visual

information about the level was available at those moments. The blocking of the

camera was needed to cut some extra skin from the mixing rolls to feed the first roll

gap of the calender. This is done to compensate for a non homogeneous filling of the
roll gap. The step at approximately 4,600 seconds was caused by an adjustment of the

video signal, this was necessary because of the changing daylight conditions. During

the measurement there were many interveniences that could not be detected by the

automatic measurements, such as the adjustment of the cutting knives and holding
back skin at the conveyor belt that later is deposited again in the mixing rolls.
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Figure 6.8 The results of the level measurement

In the case of a very high level, not all the raw material can be detected by the camera

resulting in a saturation effect.

In figure 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 the following quantities are respectively

shown: wf , wm' W" If and 1m•
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Figure 6.9 The angualar velocity of the filling screw during the experiment

Comparing the figures 6.8 and 6.9 it becomes clear that there is a obvious relationship

between the angular velocity of the filling screw and the level in the mixing rolls.
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Figure 6.10 The angular velocity of the main screw during the experiment
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Figure 6.11 The angular velocity of the mixing rolls during the experiment

As shown in the figures 6.10 and 6.11 very few adjustments of the angular velocity of
the mixing rolls and the main screw were made during the experiment.
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Figure 6.12 The angular velocity of the filling screw during the experiment

In figure 6.12 the current of the filling screw driving is shown. The sawtooth like
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behaviour can be explained by the fact that the funnel is refilled each time it is almost
empty. During the emptying of the funnel the agitating arms connected to the main
spindle experience less resistance because less raw material is contained by the funnel

so the torque which has to delivered by the driving of the screw to maintain the set
angular velocity is less and less. Since the delivered torque by the driving motor is
directly proportional to the current drawn by the motor the measured current is

decreasing until the funnel is refilled.
On top of the sawtooth like signal a periodic signal is present, the period is exactly the

time needed by the filling screw to traverse one round. The probable cause is due to
the fact that the mechanics of the force feeder are such that the motor load is not

constant during one round. The periodic signal can not be observed well in figure 6.12
because of the scale of the time axis. It can be calculated by MATLAB that the
'steepness' of the sawtooth varies with the angular velocity of the filling screw, This is
of course a result of the changing feeding rate. The cause of the slowly varying trend is

not yet clear.
In figure 6.13 the current of main screw driving is shown. During the first 3,500

seconds there was probably something wrong with measurement system, but the
cause could not be discovered. With a correct functioning measurement system the

noise component of the signal is due to random mechanical load fluctuations in the
planetary section where the raw material deformation takes place.

If this figure is compared to the angular velocity of the filling screw it is clear that
there is a relationship between the signals.
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Figure 6.13 The current of the main screw driving during the experiment

If the angular velocity of the filling screw is increased while the angular velocity of the

main screw is not changed the mean filling of the planetary section will increase which
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of course results in an increasing torque that has to be delivered by the main screw
driving. Note that if the angular velocity of the main screw is decreased simultaneously
with that of the filling screw, the current drawn by the main screw driving does not
decrease as can be seen in the figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.13. This could be explained by two

mechanisms. If the angular velocity of both the filling screw and the main screw are
decreased by a certain proportion the mean filling of the roller barrel does not change,
so it is to be expected that the torque delivered by the motor does not change. Another

possible mechanism is that the deformation rate of the raw material decreases when

the angular velocity of the main screw decreases, which could lead to an increasing
viscosity (pseudo plastic behaviour) and the need for a higher torque. Concluding can
be said that although the 'free run' experiment was not completely successful, a lot of

qualitative information about the extruder operation is obtained.

6.4 The step excitation experiment

The step excitation experiment is done to study the response of the level in the mixing

rolls to a step excitation of the angular velocity of the filling screw. The latter quantity
is chosen because this quantity is the main variable that influences the raw material
throughput. During the experiment the angular velocity of the mixing rolls and main

screw are kept constant, the distance of the cutting knives has also been kept
constant. During the experiment the raw material did not contain granulates.
In the figures 6.14, 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17, y (the raw material level), W f , 1m and If are
shown respectively.
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Figure 6.14 The raw material level during the step excitation
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Figure 6.15 The steps on the angular velocity of the filling screw

During the measurements it is almost impossible have a situation in which the level is

not drifting, this measurement is no exception.
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Figure 6.16 The response of the main screw driving current

To overcome this problem, the level is stabilized as much as possible before the
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measurement is started, now a certain time is waited before the step is given. With a
least squares estimation it is possible to estimate the coefficient of the first order

polynomial that can be used for a correction.
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Figure 6.17 The response of the filling screw driving current

When analyzing figure 6.14 it is clear that a step with a duration of 420 sec. on the

angular velocity of the filling screw results in an increasing output of the extruder

which leads to an increase of the raw material level due to an integrating action of the

mixing rolls. When the angular velocity of is set back to the previous level, the level

stabilizes and after a step down the level goes back to the starting level. The time delay

introduced by the vibratory through looks small compared to the step time of 7

minutes.

The current drawn by the main screw driving follows the angular velocity of the filling

screw, this can be explained by the increased mean filling of the planetary section

which results in a larger torque that the screw driving has to deliver. Note that the

mean current at the end of the experiment is lower than in the beginning this could

indicate that the temperature equilibrium in the extruder is disturbed by the experiment.

6.5 The linearity test

A linearity test is performed to investigate wether an increase of the velocity of the

filling screw gives a linear increase in extruder output. The experiment is performed by

giving a pulse to the angular velocity of the filling screw, after a while a pulse of the
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same length but twice as high is given. If the result of the second step is twice as large
as the result of the first step than it can be concluded that the process shows linear

behaviour in the investigated range. The experimental conditions where the same as in
the previous section. In the figures 6.18, 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21, y (the raw material

leve!), Wf, 1m and If are shown respectively.
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Figure 6.18 The raw material level during the linearity test
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As can be seen in figure 6.18 results the pules that is twice as large not in a level

increase that is twice as high, so a saturation effect occurs and in this range the output

of the extruder behaves non-linear.
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Figure 6.19 The pulse excitation of angular velocity of the filling screw
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Figure 6.20 The current of the main screw driving during the experiment

The saturation effect can be explained by slip in the filling screw or by raw material
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transport along edge of the barrel in the opposite direction if the filling screw does not

exactly fit in the barrel.
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Figure 6.21 The current of the filling screw driving during the measurement

Note that in figure 6.20 the current of the main screw starts to drift after the first pulse

again this could indicate a change of temperature equilibrium because a change of

temperature leads to a change in material viscosity which leads to a change in torque

delivered by the extruder driving.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions and recommendations

With the designed measurement system it is possible to adequately measure the level
in the mixing rolls, in spite of the fact that the measurement contains a noise compo

nent that can not be avoided.
The noise component is caused by the continuously movement of the raw material in
the mixing rolls. This noise has relative nice characteristics, it is stationary an has a

Gaussian distribution. The noise power however is large in the frequency range where
the information of the raw material level is to be expected.

The acquisition and storage of vision data and analogue data is successful so the
designed system is suitable to use for identification experiments. A controller can be

implemented at a later stage.
The angular velocity of the filling screw is, as expected, a suitable variable to control
the level in the mixing rolls. The measurements however showed that if the angular
velocity of the main screw is kept constant, while the angular velocity of the filling
screw is varied with a pulse, the current of the main screw has changed. This in spite
of the fact that the angular velocity of the filling screw and main screw, are the same
before and after the pulse. Since the main screw is driven by a DC motor this indicates
that the torque that is delivered by the main screw driving has decreased although the

angular velocity of the filling screw and main screw are identical.
An explanation for this behaviour could be found in the fact that a possible increase in

temperature has taken place, this causes a decrease in the raw material viscosity and a
decrease of the torque that the main screw driving has to deliver.

Using solely the filling screw to control the level in the mixing rolls could lead to
temperature fluctuations of the raw material leaving the extruder. It is advised to

measure the temperature of the raw material in future experiments to test whether this
change in temperature does actual take place.

The linearity test showed that an increase of angular velocity of the filling screw, at a
certain point does not increase the raw material output. This saturation effect and the

relation between angular velocity of the filling screw and static raw material throughput
in general, are issues to investigate further because they play an important role in

future controller design. This because a controller needs to operate in a wide range of
operating points and with all kinds of different recipes.

If an experiment is performed to obtain data for a model estimation, needed for an
initial robust controller design, the experiment must be performed in a situation with a
steep integration of the mixing rolls. This means that the experiment has to be per
formed in a situation in which little raw material is extracted from the mixing rolls (this
is a situation in which the distance between the cutting knives is small and the angular

velocity of the mixing rolls is low).

When a robust controller that stabilizes the level is implemented, it is meaningful to
study the possible slow dynamics of the process.
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Appendix ABC

These appendices are available at Hoechst Holland N.V. Weert.

Appendix A: OCCAM-listing

Appendix 8: C-listing

Appendix C: Data sheet of the MC146818 chip
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Appendix 0 Using MulitTool 5.0

A fold in MultiTool 5.0 can be entered with IENTER FOLD I, going down in the hierarchy.

It is also possible to go up in the hierarchy, this is done with the IEXIT FOLDI function

key.
The top of an open fold is denoted with the symbol: {{{ <fold name>. The bottom of
a fold is denoted with the symbol: }}}. A fold is coupled to an indentation level, this is

done because indentation is part of the OCCAM syntax, so folds can be used in an
OCCAM source without violating the OCCAM syntax.

Except for text a fold can also contain data, such as object code generated by the
compiler or executable code generated by the linker. These data folds can not be
edited. A fold can be designated as a 'filed fold', this means that the data contained by

the fold is stored in a separate file under the host computers filing system, these files

have a .TSR extension. A closed filed fold is marked with a 'F': ...F <fold name> or
for an open fold: {{{F <fold name>. If changes are made within a text fold, the file

associated with the fold is automatically updated when exiting the fold.

monitor

1---,/1 Hard disk

I,~---I keyboard

Figure 01

TFG

Running an executable under MultiTool

PC

Running a user program under MultiTool is possible by downloading the executable

information to the TFG by pressing the function key IGET CODEI if the cursor is on a

fold containing executable data. By pressing the 'RUN EXEI function key the program
can be started. It is possible to download more than one program in the TFG's memory.

To select the desired program use INEXT EXEI before using the IRUN EXE I function key
to run it. User programs can be removed from the TFG's memory with two different

function keys: ICLEAR EXE I to remove a specific program or ICLEAR ALLl to remove all
programs.

In the same way as a user program is down loaded, the OCCAM compiler and several
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other tools can be downloaded. In the MultiTool 5.0 Technical Documentation it is
proposed to do this with IAUTO LOADI function key. In this way all the tools available
in the auto load fold from systems toolkit fold are loaded automatically. Using this
option with the TFG hardware can lead to severe malfunctioning of some tools

including the compiler. This can be explained by the fact that MultiTool 5.0 is devel
oped for universal transputer hardware that usually has more memory than the TFG.

The memory of the TFG is too small to hold all the tools and leave enough workspace
for them. The solution to this problem is to load only one tool at a time, this can be
done by entering the toolkit fold from an arbitrary location in the fold system with the
IENTER TOOLKITl function key. The standard toolkit fold supplied is shown in fig. 02.

!;~!!~..fl~~~~!I;!.t~;1;i:.i:ll.11111:'lil.lli;j;lil;; i...···
.••••• {>ToOTsi> •.•.•.....•................... < ••.............

...> ...••.• <>.• > L:LbI'aryiOgid&lriameg •..••
s.rJ}

Figure 02 The standard MultiTool toolkit fold

Now enter the auto load fold and load the desired utility with the get code function

key. Again, do not use the auto load option with the TFG hardware! Use the method as
pointed out above. The specific use of the compiler and the other tools within MultiTool
are beyond the scope of this premise.
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